Rethinking Automated Essay Scoring Solutions for Frontline Academics
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Abstracts: With the surging digital revolution and increasing throughput in student numbers, the traditional methods adopted in academia would need to give way to more efficient, effective and faster methods. One of such areas lagging in academia is the grading of student’s scripts especially essay tasks which for ages had been done manually. The automated essay scoring (AES) system automatically scores and evaluates essay scripts and provide outcomes. The objective of this study is to identify safety nets required in the deployment of AES systems in institutions of higher learning. To achieve this, a cross section survey of academics was undertaken to seek their opinion. It revealed that the AES system should integrate cyber safety, feedback, similarity scoring, re-configurability and artificial intelligence capabilities.
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1. Introduction

The term automated essay scoring (AES) is often used interchangeably with terms like ‘automated essay grading’ (AEG), ‘automated writing evaluation’ (AWE) and ‘automated essay evaluation’ (AEE)³. The different slants of the concept all convey the same message of a programmable to automatically evaluate essay’s and provide feedback. Ellis Batten Page has been credited with the pioneering works on automated essay scoring (AES)¹,³,¹¹,¹².

In “The Uses of the Computer in Analyzing Student Essays” [4], he proposed a machine scoring technology program called Project Essay Grade [PEG]. The program (PEG) is a software powered by artificial Intelligence (AI) technology to score essays using trins and proxes³. The program reads, understands, processes and provides results. PEG as well as other AES systems address the burden associated with scoring high numbers of student essays and enables consistency in the grading process [4], [5]. According to Valenti, the available automated assessment system in the commercial market are project Essay Grade (PEG), Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA), Educational Testing Service, Electronic Essay Rater (E-rater), C-rater, BETSY, Intelligent Essay Marking System, SEAR, Paperless School free text marking Engine and Automark [6].

The developments in statistical and linguistic strategies as well as in artificial intelligence were instrumental to Page’s research which was first published in 1967 [7]. The program was a culmination of his earlier research works including “The imminence of grading essays by computer”, “Grading essays by computers” and “The analysis of essays by computer” [4]. Initial results from the program indicated an impressive prediction with human graders as it showed a high similarity between the program and two human graders [4]. PEG used a set of human graded essays and applied linear regression using a variety of automatically extractable textual features to predict the teachers’ grades [4]. The result showed a multiple R correlation with teachers’ scores of 0.78—almost as strong as the 0.85 correlation between two or more teachers’ [8]. Further development and implementation of the program at the time was impracticable until the 1990’s when access to the internet and computers became cheaper and available to the average person [9].

Drawing from PEG’s inspiration, several other solutions have been developed for automated essay scoring including e-rater, IEA, IntelliMetric, Bookette, CRASE, Autoscore, Lexile, OzEgrader, Markit, SAGrader and several others. Today AES is an integral part of the educational system and is widely used for scoring examinations such as Pearson Test of English (PTE), Graduate Record Examination (GRE), Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT), Cambridge Advanced English (CAE) and a host of others. In the 1960s when page commenced his research, automatically extractable features from text were limited to surface features [9]. Predictable features in an essay identified by Page included number of words, length of words, uncommon words and punctuation [10]. Page described these features as intrinsic qualities of a competently written essay. He deployed indirect measures due to computational difficulties of implementing direct measures [4]. Although the program successfully predicted teachers’ essay ratings, his earlier version of the program was not widely accepted within the educational circles because he used indirect measures [10]. The argument was that using indirect measures left the system vulnerable to cheating as students could trick the system by for example writing longer essays, thereby enhancing their chances for a higher score and ultimately manipulating the program. Another criticism of Page’s program was the...
inability of indirect measures to deal with essential issues such as content, organization, and style and that therefore the provision of instructional feedback to students would be impracticable [10].

The E-rater was the first AES system that addressed the gaps identified in the PEG [11]. In 1999 it was deployed as one of two assessors for the written segment of the Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT) [12].

Essay writing is typically part of the evaluation process in academia [12]. Based on the number of students being evaluated, it’s pertinent to have an automated system that does not only reduce time but is also cheap for the level of value it creates. So many organisations have invested in AES systems to help achieve effective and sustainable outcomes. These systems effectively grade and assign scores essays without human intervention [13]. Several researches have gone into ensuring the efficacy of such systems and have been found to be up to standard. Typically, the scores from the use of AES systems are compared to that assigned by human graders. Review of essays and student feedback are crucial parts of effective essay grading. Obviously, providing response to papers is mostly draining for graders, especially where there are multiple assessments and hundreds of papers to grade. Situations like these make a huge case for the use of AES systems.

Top on the list of benefits is the ability of AES to provide quick feedback to the students. AES systems can provide instantaneous feedback to students after submission. This speed cannot be matched by human graders. Swift grading is important, and it is fast becoming best practice in academic and professional examinations. It is an indispensable consideration and may be directly linked to learners’ enthusiasm to study. AES systems can grade and deliver feedback to students within seconds and has been found to be accurate and reliable [14]. In addition to the swiftness in providing feedback, one of the most valuable benefits is the consistency that comes with the use of an AES system. The same benchmark is used for all the students making grading less prone to human errors. Consequently, human bias is not an issue for the AES system. These days, training and assessment have moved beyond wall and mortar schools; online and distance education has become the order of the day. AES can be used not only to grade essays but to support the students with tutoring [15]. In the long run, using an AES system is less expensive and faster for both the tutor and educational organisations. Engaging human graders have been found to be more expensive than human rater [16]. Manual grading often requires engaging more than one grader to evaluate large-scale assessments to uphold quality and decrease human bias. Human graders require training on an all-inclusive assessment rubric and the exercise is not cheap. The AES system comes as a cheaper option. [17].

It is possible to use similar words that are well-thought-out to compare to human ways of articulation. AES systems are designed to accomplish repetitive functions without boredom and discrepancy. They are flexible and adaptable as tests can be carried out anytime according to any pre-configured algorithm. In a nutshell, it is possible to imitate the human selection of words and classifications [17]. The underlying idea can be summarized as:

“meaning of word 1 + meaning of word 2 + ......... + meaning of word k = meaning of passage” (Landauer et al., 2003)

AES guarantees consistency by using a standardised approach with the application of exactly the similar measures to all answers, thereby leading to consistency in grading. Automated responses are possible with time and date stamps. Other features such as plagiarism detector, style, error checks, validation and academic reference checks can be embedded in the system. AES systems do not only offer scholars with chances to write quality thesis, but also offer swift and precise feedback about grammar, content, organisation, errors, style, and referencing [17]. The objective of this study is to identify key technical capacities and measures to mitigate the backdrops in the use of AES systems.

2. Material and Method

A cross-sectional survey of scholars using questionnaires designed on survey monkey. The questionnaire was administered to twenty university lecturers and was designed using the outcome of previous published works by authors, ‘Contactless Academia – A Scoping Review on Automated Essay Scoring (AES) System in Covid Pandemic[18]’ and ‘Use of Technology and Occupational Health Exposures Encountered by Academics in Institutions of Higher Learning – An Exploratory Study [19]’. Beside general background data on age and gender, the questions sought to know the opinion of respondents on the suitability and integration of the following capabilities in the design of AESolutions, namely, cyber security, configurability of platforms, feedbacks, similarity scoring and assessment rubrics. Output of respondent answers were analysed using basic statistical analysis including averages and percentages. Preferred controls and technical capabilities to be integrated in the design of AES were analysed using weighted mean score on a Likert scale of ‘strongly disagree’, ‘disagree’, ‘neutral’, ‘agree’ and ‘strongly agree’.

3. Findings
Controls for automated scoring

Table 1: Capabilities and Controls for Automated Essay Scoring Solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Weighted Average</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyber security</td>
<td>0(0.00%)</td>
<td>0(0.00%)</td>
<td>2(12.50%)</td>
<td>4(25.00%)</td>
<td>10(62.50%)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configurability of solutions</td>
<td>0(0.00%)</td>
<td>0(0.00%)</td>
<td>2(12.50%)</td>
<td>6(37.50%)</td>
<td>8(50.00%)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>0(0.00%)</td>
<td>0(0.00%)</td>
<td>2(12.50%)</td>
<td>7(43.75%)</td>
<td>7(43.75%)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity scoring</td>
<td>1(6.25%)</td>
<td>0(0.00%)</td>
<td>2(12.50%)</td>
<td>4(25.00%)</td>
<td>9(56.25%)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard computer workstation</td>
<td>0(0.00%)</td>
<td>0(0.00%)</td>
<td>3(18.75%)</td>
<td>6(37.50%)</td>
<td>7(43.75%)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customized rubrics</td>
<td>1(6.25%)</td>
<td>1(6.25%)</td>
<td>1(6.25%)</td>
<td>6(37.50%)</td>
<td>7(43.75%)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial intelligence</td>
<td>3(18.75%)</td>
<td>1(6.25%)</td>
<td>3(18.75%)</td>
<td>7(43.75%)</td>
<td>2(12.50%)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>7th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P ≤ 0.001 shows that the data was of high statistical significance, therefore valid.

4. Discussion

The analysis from the study in Figure 1 revealed that most of the respondents were in the “above 55 years age bracket”. This bracket represents the elderly who are generally more skilled and experienced in marking manual and electronic essays.

It also buttresses the inference from the findings of Bassey that older people consistently outshine younger ones on all measures of wisdom, offering more thoughtful, sophisticated advices and assessment of students’ performances [20]. Lecturers’ age has been found to have influence on their assessment of students’ learning activities and overall teaching effectiveness as reported in the study of Bassey [20]. This underscores the importance of the respondent age and supports the reliability of the conclusions.

This study further revealed equal distribution of male and female lecturers which does not differ in the global ratings from their students [21]. On a further analysis, statistically significant differences were found, where some students rated the male lecturers higher than their female counterparts on having positive impact on learning while female lecturers were rated higher on class participation than their male counterparts [21]. This study however stands on the global preconception that students’ evaluation of male and female lecturers as professionals are not different and the result of the analysis of this study shows equal distribution of male and female. Notable also is the fact that other categories of gender identified in the analysis do not have any response attached to them.

Respondents acceded to the necessity of integrating safety nets in the design and use of AES but at varying levels of importance. Cyber security was considered as the most important control by the respondents. Cyber hacking, information theft, corruption of question bank and more are the existential threats to databases which might impact the integrity of assessments and its process. Since AES is network dependent, it could be remotely accessed and potentially vulnerable to attack. This makes cyber security an important feature to integrate in the successful deployment of the AES system. Re-configuration of AES architecture to make product bespoke to clients ranked second in the respondent’s opinion. It would enable the
user adapt variables, tasks, assessments and narratives, thereby making it useable by different institutions with different intranet environment. Survey outcome further revealed that similarity scoring capability is a sine-qua-non to achieving academic integrity and ethical compliance, thus should be a design specification for AES systems. Automated provision of feedback was unanimously accepted as an essential feature that the AES system should possess, thus corroborates Dikli” [22]. A surprising outcome was the low rating on artificial intelligence (AI) which might be because of poor understanding of what AI entails. Essentially, it encompasses all the choices previously rated acceptable to the respondent.

Strength and Weaknesses – The strength of this studies lies in the involvement of academics across several universities in the world and a rich mix of literature in benchmarking the study results. The limitation however lies in the limited number of participants in the study.

Further Work - Further work would be required to identify key technical capabilities an AES system should possess.

5. Conclusion

This study explored the opinion of academics on suitable safety nets that should be integrated in the use of AES. It was found that there should be cyber security, feedback, similarity scoring, re-configurability and AI capabilities.
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